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Abstract: This article introduces a classification system for user-authored annotations in the domain of data visualization. The classification system was created with a bottom-up approach, starting from actual user-authored annotations. To devise relevant dimensions for this classification, we designed a data analysis web platform displaying four visualizations of a common dataset. Using this tool, 16 analysts recorded over 300 annotations that were used to design a classification system. That classification system was then iteratively evaluated and refined until a high inter-coder agreement was found. Use cases for such a classification includes assessing the expressiveness of visualizations on a common ground, based on the types of annotations that are produced with each visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Visualization facilitates the understanding of data by allowing users to rely on visual perception to identify characteristics of the data, such as trends, correlations, outliers, etc. Getting such “insights” about the data through visualization is indeed a crucial aim of data analysis. To materialize insights and store them permanently, visualization systems often provide tools to create “annotations”. Although annotations have been implemented in previous collaborative data visualization systems (Willett et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017), annotations per se have never been a subject of research. In particular, research has yet to produce a formal classification of the different types of annotations that may be formed as a result of interpreting data visualization. Having such a classification would for example allow the comparison of different visual encodings or visualization idioms with respect to the kind of annotations that they support. This could prove useful as a means to recommend visualization idioms tailored to certain specific tasks or questions.

In this work, we introduce a classification system for visualization annotations. This classification was created with a bottom-up approach. We collected over 300 annotations recorded by 16 participants and derived various dimensions from them in an iterative fashion taking inspiration from Grounded Theory. The resulting classification of annotations comprises 6 orthogonal dimensions. Some of these dimensions could be linked to previous work investigating the types of questions and tasks supported by data visualization. We evaluated the validity of our classification system iteratively by having the annotations classified by three coders and by computing Inter-Coder Reliability scores.

In the following sections, we first introduce a formal definition of annotations (section 2). Next, we present a literature review of conceptual work related to annotations (section 3) and proceed to describe how we collected a dataset of annotations (section 4). We present the classification itself (section 5), then the iterative process that led to both its inception and evaluation (section 6). At the end of the article, we present a use case for this classification system as a tool to qualitatively compare different visualization idioms (section 7).

2 DEFINING ANNOTATIONS

The notion of “annotations” is vast and should be narrowed. Works like Lyra (Satyanarayan and Heer, 2014), ChartAccent (Ren et al., 2017) or Vega...
(Satyanarayan et al., 2016) treat annotations as part of the visualization itself – they are embodied within it. These tools are meant for visualization authoring. In this paper, we took another definition, closer to Zhao et al., (2017) and Munzner (2014)’s versions: to the former, annotating is “an essential activity when making sense of data during exploratory analysis” and “a key step performed by analysts”. Annotations can be used to “support the process of generating hypotheses, verifying conjectures, and deriving insights, where it is not only critical for analysts to document key observations, but also to communicate findings with others”. To the latter, annotating is “the addition of graphical or textual annotations associated with one or more pre-existing visualization elements, typically as a manual action by the user. When an annotation is associated with data items, the annotation could be thought of as a new attribute for them”. In this paper, we thus define an annotation as an observation, made by exploring a visual representation of data, that is recorded either as text or visual selection (or both). Annotations are metadata: they are not embodied in the visualization. An annotation can be either an insight about the data, or a comment left for others to see. Annotations generally concern the data itself, and are therefore relevant regardless of its visual representation.

3 STATE OF THE ART

Although the research community has yet to agree upon a formal classification system of visualization, previous works have provided elements of interest for such a classification. In the following section, we first review conceptual work relevant to annotation classification systems, and then specific collaborative platforms that have implemented their own model for classifying annotations.

3.1 Conceptual Work Relevant for a Classification of Annotations

Although we are not aware of a formal annotations classification system in the research community, there has been some formalization of the types of questions that can be asked about a visualization, and the tasks that can be carried out with the help of visualization. As annotations can be considered as elements in the sensemaking process of visualization, they have strong links to questions and tasks.

Jacques Bertin (1967) does not explicitly cover annotations in his work. Nevertheless, he states that several types of questions can be asked on a graphical representation of data, one type of question for each type of data component (e.g. if the data under consideration is a time-series of stock values, date and value would be two components of the data). He states that questions can be of three different levels that he coins "levels of reading":

- **elementary level**: questions introduced by a single element of a component (e.g. "on a given date...")
- **intermediate level**: questions introduced by a group of elements in a component (e.g. "on the first three days, what is the trend of the price?")
- **superior / overall level**: questions introduced by the overall component (e.g. "on the whole period, what is the trend of the price?")

Following this definition, questions would be described by their type (i.e. components of the data impacted) and level of reading, which itself suggests an implicit hierarchy (elementary-intermediate-superior).

In a similar attempt to classify types of questions that can be asked on a graphical data representation, Frances Cúrcio (1987) used tasks of three different types to evaluate graph comprehension in students:

- **literal tasks**, coined "read the data", where users literally read individual data from the graph, or from its title or axes labels;
- **comparison tasks**, coined "read between the data", where users “logically or pragmatically infer” an answer;
- **extension tasks**, involving e.g. inference, prediction, coined "read beyond the data", where users rely on preliminary knowledge to predict an outcome or infer a discovery that could not be derived by the visual representation of the data alone.

Susan et al., (2001) summarizes previous research on the topic and note that a consensus seems to emerge for the three levels of tasks defined by Curio (1987) with minor differences between the researchers. They also note that while students make less errors with tasks of "reading the data", they do experience more difficulty with "reading between the data". The tasks of "reading beyond the data" are the most challenging. More recently, the concept of “Visualization Literacy” has received an increased interest from the visualization research community. Boy et al., (2015) build in part upon the research described earlier, but also contributes to define categories of tasks that are relevant in the context of graph interpretation. These categories of tasks are:

- **Extrema**: “finding maximum or minimum data points”
• Variation: "detecting trends, similarities or discrepancies in the data"
• Intersection: "finding the point at which the graph intersects with a given value"
• Average: "estimating an average value"
• Comparison: "comparing different values or trends"

Additionally, Boy et al., (2015) expand the work of Susan et al., (2001) and identify different levels of congruency of questions: perception questions refer to the visual aspect of a graph only (e.g. "what colour are the dots?"), while other questions exhibit a highly or lowly congruent relation between visual encoding and data. More precisely, they define those concepts as follows: "A highly congruent question translates into a perceptual query simply by replacing data terms by perceptual terms (e.g. what is the highest value/what is the highest bar?). A low-congruence question, in contrast, has no such correspondence (e.g. is A connected to B – in a matrix diagram?)".

Munzner (2014) defines an overarching framework for analysing and designing visualizations that consists of three steps: “What-Why-How”. The “Why” step is particularly relevant in our context. It defines the user goals that are materialized into tasks. She defines a taxonomy of tasks, where an abstract task is a combination of an action and a target. Actions can be of three broad types (analyse, search, query) that can be later subdivided into specific subtypes (for example, the creation of annotations is one of the subtypes of the “analyse” action in this framework). Targets of tasks can be all data, one or several attributes of the data, topologies in case of a graph, shapes in case of spatial visualization. We believe that this exhaustive taxonomy of tasks related to data visualization is a solid basis on which to build a taxonomy of annotations.

3.2 Annotation Classifications in Collaborative Visualization Systems

Annotations play a crucial role in the collaborative data analysis process based on visualization. Therefore, several collaborative visualization systems have been developed over the years.

ManyEyes (Viegas et al., 2007) was a pioneering online collaborative visualization platform that allowed users to upload data, choose a visual representation and annotate it. Annotating visualizations was made possible by a web comments system similar to what appears on blogs or forums. Annotations were simply added to a visualization as a discussion thread and were not classified in categories.

Heer et al., (2009) designed another platform – sense.us – that allows users to annotate visualizations through four tools: “double linked discussion”, “bookmark trails”, “geometric annotations” and “comment listings”. In their study, they found that these tools encourage richer discussion and globally improve the analysis process.

CommentSpace (Willett et al., 2011) is an enhanced version of sense.us, in which analysts can use a set of predefined tags and links to categorize their annotations. Namely, analysts can define an annotation as a “hypothesis”, a “question” or a “to-do”, and link them to previous observations either as an “evidence-for” or “evidence-against”. Therefore, this linking system is a way to keep track of the hypothesis validity checking process, or more broadly speaking, of the sensemaking process. The authors found that participants were overall more efficient and consistent in their interactions with visualizations using CommentSpace.

PathFinder (Luther et al., 2009), a collaboration environment for citizen scientists, offers comparable annotation features. It is based on the concept of structured discussion that consists of background, questions, hypothesis, evidences, conclusions and todos.

Zhao et al., propose AnnotationGraph (2017), a tool for collaborative analysis where user-authored annotations are visually represented as a graph that displays the relations between annotations and data selections to explicit the annotation semantics, therefore allowing analysts to get an overview of comments and insights and the links between them in the analysis process. More specifically, the authors rely on the ESDA Framework (Exploratory Sequential Data Analysis) to describe the cognitive process of analysts when they annotate the visualizations. The steps in this framework are called the “Eight C’s (C8)” (Conversion, Constraints, Chunks, Computations, Comparisons, Comments, Codes, Connections). Three of them are relevant in the context of annotations. Chunks (also referenced by Boy et al., (2015)) are subsets of data on which analysts make an annotation. Comments are textual description for Chunks. Codes (tags) are labels applied to Comments. Unlike CommentSpace, AnnotationGraph does not use predefined Codes so that analysts can express a wider range of views. Authors note that their system improves the whole annotation process from reading data to producing new annotations.
3.3 Conclusion

A limitation of the annotation taxonomies used in collaborative visualization systems is that they are purely functional. They characterize the role of the annotation – its purpose in the analysis process (Willett et al., 2011). They do not attempt to classify annotations according to other characteristics that could be derived from the conceptual work presented earlier, like for example congruency (relevance to data / visualization), level of reading, target of tasks, etc. The model we present attempts to bridge this gap. Moreover, we expect our model to characterize visualizations themselves: knowing what visualizations foster the most annotations of a certain type would allow designers to build systems with complementary visuals. Also, to our knowledge, no studies have been done on the reliability of empirically assessing the type of an annotation. This work also contributes several findings in this regard.

4 ANNOTATIONS GATHERING

Gathering annotations was the first step of our study. We developed a web platform that offers an annotation interface for various visualizations over Internet. 16 participants were then recruited to provide as many annotations as possible during the analysis of 4 visualizations.

4.1 Web Platform

We used 2 popular examples of D3 visualizations: the graph from “Force-Directed Graph” (Bostock, 2017) and the matrix from “Les Misérables Co-occurrence” (Bostock, 2012). These two examples explore the co-occurrences of 77 characters across the whole book. Both visualizations are interactive: the graph offers to move nodes by drag-and-dropping them, while the matrix offers to sort characters depending on three parameters (name, number of co-occurrences and clusters). We then built a second dataset where we recorded the occurrence of 7 characters across the 350 chapters of the story. These data were encoded into a Streamgraph and a Heatmap, both being static D3 visualizations. Together, the four visualizations cover almost all of the cases mentioned in the “Why” step of Munzner’s Framework (Munzner, 2014), except from a spatial visualization that was not considered for feasibility reasons. Figure 1 summarizes our use case.

4.1.1 Implementation

From an implementation perspective, the software stack used to develop the platform was NodeJS and the Framework Nuxt on the server side, along with a client library that allows visualizations to communicate with the server. Visualizations are “hooked” inside the platform via an iFrame. Communication is handled through the standardized window.postMessage method. This workflow requires only minimal adaptations from the visualizations designers and explains why we managed to adapt regular D3 visualizations easily.

A prevalent feature of this platform is that annotations are “data-aware” even though visualizations are not specifically designed for it: users can select data from the visualization with a rectangle selection tool. When D3 inserts new DOM elements, it provides them with a _data_ property, which contains the datum used to create them. In this study, we call these elements “data units”. When using the rectangle selection tool, the application sends its coordinates to the visualizations, which then identifies all data units whose positions lie within the said coordinates. It returns these data units to the platform that can finally record them along with the annotation. While this process is mature in terms of implementation, pilot tests demonstrated that rectangle selection does not work well with all visualization, especially Streamgraph where users tried to select only parts of a single data units. Figure 2 shows the interface and the 4 visualizations.
4.1.2 Interface

The interface of the platform is composed of a left-column which displays the selected data units, a right column which displays previously taken annotations by chronological order and a floating window where analysts can write their annotations and save them. At the top of the window, a timer indicates the time elapsed since the $window.onload$ handler was fired.

The center of the window displays the visualization itself, that is overlaid by a “selection canvas” when analysts select the underlying data units, using the rectangle selection tool.

4.2 Annotation Production

16 participants were recruited for this study. The protocol was as follows:

1. Introduce the participant to her role as a data analyst. She was tasked with analysing relationships of characters across several visual representations.

2. Assess the participant’s knowledge of the domain - how much she knows about “Les Misérables” - on a range from 1 (low) to 3 (high). 1 would mean “Never heard before”, 2 means “Popular culture, read the book or watched the movie years ago” and 3 means “Robust knowledge, remember the book or the movie”.

3. Instruct the participant that she will annotate 4 visualizations based on 2 different datasets related to “Les Misérables”. The possibility to use a stylus to annotate the visualization was introduced at that point.

4. Offer a chance for the participant to familiarize herself with the interface with a dummy visualization for five minutes.

5. Lead the participant through all 4 visualizations for 5 minutes each.

Participants were free in their annotation process: they could analyse data and find insights, as well as comment the visualization’s relevance.

4.2.1 Participants’ Profiles

We selected 16 participants, of which 12 were male and 4 were females. All of them were between 20 and 35 years old. 6 participants held a Master degree (3 in Computer Science, 1 in Psychology, 1 in Physics, 1 in Biology), 3 held a Bachelor degree or equivalent (2 in Computer Sciences, 1 in Graphic Design), 3 left school after High School and 4 were Bachelor students (3 in Computer Sciences, 1 in Law). 2 participants were knowledgeable of Data Visualization, while the other 14 had only common knowledge of the domain. Over the 16 participants, 2 assessed their knowledge of the domain as “high”, 3 judged that their knowledge was low, and the 11 others had average knowledge of the story.

4.2.2 Variants

There were 8 variations of order for the 4 visualizations. We obtained these variations by inverting the order of each visualization within a single dataset, then by inverting the datasets themselves. Each variation was used with two participants.
4.2.3 Preliminary Remarks on the Results

In total, participants produced 323 annotations in French or English from which 21 were removed. Only 45 graphical annotations were taken during the experiment, of which 38 were spread over 4 participants. The other 12 preferred to focus on the analysis and thought the graphical annotation process was adding an unnecessary layer of complexity to their task.

5 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF USER-AUTHORED ANNOTATIONS

For the sake of clarity, we describe in this section the final classification system. The next section describes the iterative process followed to produce it. Our classification system has six dimensions, described below. These are summarized in Table 1.

5.1 Insight on Data (Abbreviated: Data)

The first dimension is used to distinguish annotations between those concerning the data and those concerning the visualization itself. During the annotation gathering process, a vast majority of the participants asked the permission to write their opinion regarding the visual representation, usually either to express disappointment or scepticism, or to compare with a visualization that they had analysed previously. These annotations are precious to understand the learning process of a visualization. They were sorted into three categories: positive (positive comment regarding the visualization), negative (negative comment regarding the visualization) and description (descriptive comment of the visualization’s features). As the other dimensions of the classification could not apply for such annotations, we skipped annotations that did not target data for the rest of the classification process. Some examples:

- “We see links between different groups of colors much better” is a positive comment.
- “It looks like an audio file” is a descriptive comment.

5.2 Multiple Observations (Abbreviated: Multiple)

The second dimension concerns the number of insights within a single annotation. As each observation could be considered for the classification – a case that was not expected – we decided to skip multiple insights annotations for the rest of the process. Example: “The apparition peaks stand out the most, we can see the importance of Javet and Valjean near chapter 115, the importance of Gavroche near chapter 245 and a particular peak near the end for Cosette and Marius”.

5.3 Data Units (Abbreviated: Units)

Typical annotations refer to one or several “units” in the one dimension of the data – may it be characters, relationships or chapters in our use case. When no unit can be identified, it is generally possible to find references to aggregated groups of units. The third dimension of our classification thus concerns the “data units” mentioned in the annotation. The data units have two attributes: their role (subject or complement) and their scale (single or aggregated). A “subject data unit” is the emphasis of an annotation, while a “complement data unit” is usually another dimension of the visualization used to highlight a particularity of the subject data unit. Data units are best thought as entries in a relational database. The conjunction of two tables is thus also a potential data units. In our use case, a “frequency” results from both one or several characters and one or several chapters. In our literature, Munzner (2014) uses the concept of “Target”, Zhao et al., (2017) use the terms “Chunks” to define the subsets of the whole data targeted by an annotation. Ren et al., (2017) refers to this as “Annotation target type”, considering whether it is aggregated not (“Data item” for what we call “single data unit”, “set”, “series” or “coordinate space target” for what we call “aggregated data unit”). Some examples:

- “Cosette, Valjean et Marius sont très présents à la fin de l’histoire” (“Cosette, Valjean and Marius are very present at the end of the Story”). The three characters mentioned are three subject single data units. They belong to the “Character” dimension of the data. The “end of the Story” is a complement aggregated data unit: it serves only to underline where the subjects have a common particularity (that is, being particularly present) and belongs to the “Time” dimension of the data.
- “Cosette is present during all scenes, but infrequently except for the chapter 95”. “Cosette” is a subject single data unit, while “chapter 95” is a complement single data unit.
- “Très longs passages durant lesquels certains personnages n’apparaissent pas du tout”. (“Very
concerns the patterns detected by the analyst in her annotation. We used three categories to sort them:

- **Singularity (Implicit):** “Gavroche appears a lot around chapter 245, then plays a minor role”.
- **Singularity (Explicit):** “Valjean is the most represented character, but he does not have a peak of occurrences, he plays his role overall well across the chapters”.
- **Duality:** “Few chapters with Valjean without mention of Cosette”.
- **Plurality:** “The chapters seem to switch from character to character rather than following everyone”.

### 6 DESIGN & EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the iterative process that has led to the final classification presented in the previous section. To design initial dimensions of the classification, we derived a set of dimensions by randomly selecting groups of three annotations and
comparing them, without prior expectations. Our goal was to make dimensions emerge from the data, rather than sorting data through predefined filters. Figures 3 and 4 show the web platform that we used to reach this goal. The validity of this classification system was then assessed in several iterations (or phases). During each, three experts (three of the authors of this article, also referenced to as “coders”) independently categorized the same subsets of annotations. At the end of each iteration, we computed an Inter-Coder agreement (or Inter-Coder Reliability ICR) to validate each dimension. When the score was too low, the dimension was reworked and reassessed in another phase. In total, the validation of all dimensions required five phases.

The first two phases were pilots: two sets of 32 annotations – 8 for each visualization – were randomly selected for the experts to categorize. The initial weaknesses of the classification were thus identified and fixed. During the third phase, all 302 annotations were annotated for all dimensions: this process revealed new weaknesses that were addressed in a fourth phase. The outcome of the fourth phase was mostly satisfying, leading the experts to confront their opinion about the last stumbling blocks that resulted from insufficiently explained dimensions. This discussion is regarded as the fifth phase.

We computed both a classical Pairwise Percentage Agreement score, along with a Fleiss’ kappa. The Pairwise Percentage Agreement measures the average agreement rate for all possible pairs of coders, its values ranging from 0% (perfect disagreement) to 100% (perfect agreement). In the domain of Human-Machine Interaction, a score superior to 80% is usually recommended to validate the coding model. For its part, the Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971) (an extension of Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) used with more than two coders) mea-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSION</th>
<th>POSSIBLE VALUES</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Insight on data          | Boolean. Annotations that do not provide insight about data were sorted in three categories: positive comment, negative comment, description. They were then skipped for the rest of the process. | • “Valjean is the main character” provides an insight on the data.  
• “It’s hard to see relationships between more than three characters at once” is a negative comment about the visualization. |
| Multiple observations    | Boolean. Annotations that present multiple observations were skipped for the rest of the process. | • “Valjean is the main character, while Myriel is only a secondary character. Valjean seems related to Cosette in some ways”. |
| Data units               | One or several mentions in the annotation. A data unit has a scope (single or aggregated) and a role (subject or complement) | • “Cosette appears strongly during a few successive chapters”. “Cosette” is a single subject data unit, while “successive chapters” is an aggregated complement data unit.  
• “The green group is the leftmost” only refers to visuals.  
• “Valjean is the most connected character” starts to refer to the data, instead of visual shapes.  
• “Valjean is the main character” is a hypothesis that gives meaning to the data. |
| Level of interpretation  | Non-exclusive choices: visual, data or meaning. | • “On the opposite, he appears the least often in the middle of the book” obviously refers to another annotation.  
• “Valjean is the main character” is an implicit singularity.  
• “Valjean is the most connected character” is an explicit singularity.  
• “Valjean is more important than Javert” is a duality.  
• “In average, all characters have three connections” is a plurality. |
| Co-references            | Boolean. |                                                                 |
Figure 3: The 5 phases necessary to build the classification. Dimensions that scored poorly are in red.

Table 2: All dimensions, by validation phase, percentage agreement and Fleiss’ Kappa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIM</th>
<th>PHASE</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>KAPPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>97.56%</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>82.43%</td>
<td>0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>96.40%</td>
<td>0.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>94.89%</td>
<td>0.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patterns</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>92.76%</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94.89%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: “Level of interpretation” choices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOI</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>KAPPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>82.99%</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>78.23%</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>86.05%</td>
<td>0.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: “Detected patterns” choices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATTERNS</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>KAPPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singularity</td>
<td>89.91%</td>
<td>0.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duality</td>
<td>92.66%</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plurality</td>
<td>95.72%</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Dimension “Level of interpretation” was initially labelled “Cognitive lifecycle”, because we believed that it represents a step within the sequential process of sensemaking when analysing a visualization, as described by Bertin (Bertin, 1967). This claim was hard to validate with this study, and the label was deemed too ambiguous; hence the change for a more comprehensive one.

- Dimension “Multiple observations” was not present in the first phase, but proved to be necessary during the computation of the first Inter-Coder agreement: several annotations unexpectedly contained more than one insight. This fact led to a dozen of disagreements, as coders did not classify the same part of the annotation. We decided to tag each annotation with a Boolean value describing whether it contains more than one insight or not. If so, the annotation was not considered any further.

- Dimension “Data units” scored poorly during Phase 3. It turned out that one coder did not consider temporal dimension in her classification process (units such as “End of the story”). This divergence lowered the agreement to 2/3 for most annotations related to the Heatmap and the Streamgraph. To a lesser extent, the same problem occurred with the graphs, where co-occurrences could also be considered as units. The three experts discussed the issue after Phase 4, agreeing on considering each dimension as bearing potential data units. While it might seem counterintuitive, this measure is necessary to ensure the completeness of the classification system.

- Dimension “Detected patterns” was the most laborious to handle. During Phase 1, it was labelled “Method”, referring to the method used by the annotator to formulate her insight. It also contained all the patterns proposed by Munzner (2014). The label changed for “Detected Patterns” in Phase 2, as it was deemed more self-explanatory. Moreover, coders did not agree on...
the definition of each pattern, as different patterns could be used to qualify a single insight. We thus reduced its values to three distinctive choices during Phase 3. These choices became non-exclusive in Phase 4, since several cases presented insights that belonged to more than one option.

Of the 4 visualizations, participants generated the least annotations with the matrix, while the heatmap generated the most, as seen in Figure 4. Conversely, Figure 5 shows that the visualization which generated the most non-data annotations was the matrix: more than a third of its annotations speak of the visualization itself, rather than the data. Finally, as seen in Figure 6, the matrix did not provoke the most negative reactions – the streamgraph did. One hypothesis is that matrix was the most confusing for new users. If so, the “Data” dimension of our classification could be an indicator of the ease of learning of a visualization: the more it generates non-data related annotations, the harder it is to comprehend. However, this dimension alone does not translate the perceived quality of a visualization, since the participants complained significantly more about the streamgraph. Figure 7 shows that for both the heatmap and the streamgraph, participants have a median of data-related annotations of 100%, whereas both graphs are below. This would mean that both temporal visualizations were easier to handle for our participants.

As seen in Figure 8, most annotations concern the “data” level of interpretation. However, the extent of this phenomenon varies importantly between each visualization. Graphs (matrix and force-directed graph) generate more annotations related to the visual elements: analysts speak of the position of nodes, of the opacity of the lines, etc. “Meaning” level of interpretation is mostly found in the force-directed graph: this finding should be tempered by the fact the dummy visualization was a force-directed graph as well. Either the knowledge of a visualization facilitates the interpretation of the data (this might sound trivial, but still worth validating), either the graphs and their “proximity” metaphor are easier to understand.

Overall, as seen in Figure 8, a large majority of the annotations concern singularities. Analysts usually spotted a few units standing out, rather than comparing similar elements or qualifying of the entirety of the data. A trivial explanation is that there exists simply less to say about the entirety of the data, rather than by isolating specific units.

Finally, a qualitative review of the data unit dimension led us to believe that there exists a distinction between annotations that mention a subject aggregated data unit (“the violet group”, “the main characters”) and several subject single data units (“Valjean, Cosette and Marius”, “Fantine and Myriel”). In the latter, the result of the annotation is

7 USE CASE

The classification of the 302 annotations provided by the participants offers a first idea of what to expect when the classification will be used in a large-scale study comparing the type of annotations made over different visualizations of the same datasets.
to highlight a common property of a set of single data units. In the former, annotation tend to point to a property that is not directly linked to their common characteristics. For instance, in the annotation “the violet cluster is denser than the others”, the density of the cluster is not directly linked to the colour of its constituent single data units.

7.1 Further Improving the Classification

Despite our best efforts, the classification struggles to encompass several annotations met during this study. The “role” of a Data unit is not objectively identifiable. While the agreement score for this dimension was acceptable, the three experts had long discussions during each disagreement regarding the role of a data unit; without clarifications of the analyst who authored the annotations, it might not be possible to find out which unit was the most prevalent for her. The relevance of this distinction is also debatable and should be either clarified in further studies, or simply given up. This last option would heavily impact the classification, since the identification of the subject is preliminary to the identification of the “Detected pattern”. Getting rid of this distinction could lead to a more complex classification, where each data unit would have different “Detected patterns”.

The “Multiple” dimension came as a surprise; we did not expect to meet such problems when classifying annotations. To replace this dimension with a more expressive one, one avenue worth exploring is that each “insight” within an annotation could be classified, but then again, further studies are needed to validate this idea, especially since the Fleiss’ Kappa score of this dimension was the lowest of our classification. Moreover, this would also result in a more complex classification system.

7.2 Building on the Classification

Our initial study aimed to gather 300 annotations. We did not have enough participants, datasets, use cases and visualizations to find out significant relationships between the knowledge of the domain and the different dimensions of our classification. The profiles of our participants being homogeneous, we cannot assert that our classification can be generalized to anyone, regardless of their demographic affiliation or level of expertise. Another problem is that our use case was not real: experts of a topic might produce different annotations than non-expert users. Further studies with a larger pool of participants will offer more reliable results, as well as proving the classification’s completeness. Such studies will be able to either confirm or deny the correlation between several of our dimensions. For instance, while we believe a distinction is necessary between the detected patterns and the level of understanding, they seem to be tightly coupled, as hinted by Bertin (1967) and many authors following his trail (McKnight, 1990; Carswell, 1992; Wainer, 1992; Susan et al., 2001). To confirm or deny this hypothesis, a new study is necessary; one that would also analyse the sequence of the annotations, so that it will be possible to find out whether users start with “simple” annotations before building more “complex” ones – both in terms of interpretation and detected patterns.

Following this study, we intend to use this classification in a new version of our annotation platform, as we believe that it could improve sorting and filtering through others’ annotations. A further step will be to provide the Data Visualization community with a ground truth regarding which visualizations are most relevant for various tasks.

Figure 8: Distribution of levels of interpretation and detected patterns, by visualization.

8 CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a classification system of user-authored annotations in data visualization, designed with a bottom-up approach inspired from Grounded Theory, based on a dataset of 302 annotations recorded by 16 analysts that were classified in an iterative process by 3 coders. The final classification
comprises 6 dimensions, related to previous work that investigated the types of questions and tasks supported by data visualization. This work contributes to data visualization research in several ways. First, it explicitly acknowledges annotations as a first-class citizen in visualization research. It provides a formal definition of annotations and introduces an original classification system for visualization annotations. It then provides a use case showcasing how this classification can be applied to qualitatively compare visualizations of the same data. The resulting classification system is a promising basis on which the Data Visualization community might build different long-term realizations, such as more comprehensive visualization recommender systems that could propose visualization design choices based on the types of expected outcomes, or suggest complementary sets of visual representations for data based on these outcomes. Future research in this domain should focus on applying this annotation classification system to annotations produced on different datasets represented using various other visualization idioms, to challenge its completeness and its generalizability, and possibly further extend it.
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